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Decennial Index to Chemical Abstracts Aug 09 2020
American State Papers Apr 28 2022
Catalogue of the Library of the Peabody Institute of the City of Baltimore ... May 30 2022
Oral Traditions of Southeast Asia and Oceania May 18 2021
Defender of Canada Jun 06 2020 When war broke out between Great Britain and the United States in 1812, Sir George Prevost, captain general and governor in chief of British North America, was responsible
for defending a group of North American colonies that stretched as far as the distance from Paris to Moscow. He also commanded one of the largest British overseas forces during the Napoleonic Wars.
Defender of Canada, the first book-length examination of Prevost’s career, offers a reinterpretation of the general’s military leadership in the War of 1812. Historian John R. Grodzinski shows that Prevost
deserves far greater credit for the successful defense of Canada than he has heretofore received. Earlier accounts portrayed Prevost as overly cautious and attributed the preservation of Canada to other officers,
but Grodzinski challenges these assumptions and restores the general to his rightful place as British North America’s key military figure during the War of 1812. Grodzinski shows that Prevost’s strategic
insight enabled him to enact a practicable defense despite scarce resources and to ably integrate naval power into his defensive plans. Prevost’s range of responsibilities in British North America were daunting.
They included overseeing joint endeavors with Indian allies, managing logistical matters, monitoring naval construction and personnel needs, supervising colonial governments, and commanding the defense of
Canada. Tasked with protecting an extensive and complex territory, Prevost employed a mix of soldiers, sailors, locally raised forces, and indigenous people in taking advantage of the American military’s
weaknesses to defeat most of its plans. Following his recall to Britain in 1815 after the defeat at the Battle of Plattsburgh, Prevost would have been court-martialed had he not died unexpectedly. In carefully
examining the charges leveled against Prevost, Grodzinski shows the general to have preserved the integrity of Canada, allowing diplomats to ensure its continued existence.
A Voyage Round the World, from 1806 to 1812 Jun 30 2022
Dictionary Catalog of the Rare Book Division Jul 08 2020 Reference tool for Rare Books Collection.
Anthropologica Jan 02 2020 "Literatur-overzicht" issued with v. 95.
The American Idea of England, 1776-1840 Nov 04 2022 Arguing that American colonists who declared their independence in 1776 remained tied to England by both habit and inclination, Jennifer Clark traces
the new Americans' struggle to come to terms with their loss of identity as British, and particularly English, citizens. Americans' attempts to negotiate the new Anglo-American relationship are revealed in
letters, newspaper accounts, travel reports, essays, song lyrics, short stories and novels, which Clark suggests show them repositioning themselves in a transatlantic context newly defined by political revolution.
Chapters examine political writing as a means for Americans to explore the Anglo-American relationship, the appropriation of John Bull by American writers, the challenge the War of 1812 posed to the
reconstructed Anglo-American relationship, the Paper War between American and English authors that began around the time of the War of 1812, accounts by Americans lured to England as a place of poetry,
story and history, and the work of American writers who dissected the Anglo-American relationship in their fiction. Carefully contextualised historically, Clark's persuasive study shows that any attempt to
examine what it meant to be American in the New Nation, and immediately beyond, must be situated within the context of the Anglo-American relationship.
Dictionary Catalog of the Music Collection Sep 29 2019
Sweet's Hortus Britannicus; Or, a Catalogue of Plants Cultivated in the Gardens of Great Britain Arranged in Natural Orders, Etc Aug 28 2019
Women in the Peninsular War Nov 23 2021 In the iconography of the Peninsular War of 1808–14, women are well represented—both as heroines, such as Agustina Zaragosa Domenech, and as victims, whether
of starvation or of French brutality. In history, however, with its focus on high politics and military operations, they are invisible—a situation that Charles J. Esdaile seeks to address. In Women in the Peninsular
War, Esdaile looks beyond the iconography. While a handful of Spanish and Portuguese women became Agustina-like heroines, a multitude became victims, and here both of these groups receive their due. But
Esdaile reveals a much more complicated picture in which women are discovered to have experienced, responded to, and participated in the conflict in various ways. While some women fought or otherwise
became involved in the struggle against the invaders, others turned collaborator, used the war as a means of effecting dramatic changes in their situation, or simply concentrated on staying alive. Along with
Agustina Zaragoza Domenech, then, we meet French sympathizers, campfollowers, pamphleteers, cross-dressers, prostitutes, amorous party girls, and even a few protofeminists. Esdaile examines many social
spheres, ranging from the pampered daughters of the nobility, through the cloistered members of Spain’s many convents, to the tough and defiant denizens of the Madrid slums. And we meet not just the women
to whom the war came but also the women who came to the war—the many thousands who accompanied the British and French armies to the Iberian peninsula. Thanks to his use of copious original source
material, Esdaile rescues one and all from, as E. P. Thompson put it, “the enormous condescension of posterity.” And yet all these women remain firmly in their historical and cultural context, a context that
Esdaile shows to have emerged from the Peninsular War hardly changed. Hence the subsequent loss of these women’s story, and the obscurity from which this book has at long last rescued them.
A History of the Rectangular Survey System May 06 2020
Coffins of the Brave Jul 28 2019 In Coffins of the Brave: Lake Shipwrecks of the War of 1812, archaeologist Kevin J. Crisman and his fellow contributors examine sixteen different examples of 1812-era naval
and commercial shipbuilding. They range from four small prewar vessels to four 16- or 20-gun brigs, three warships of much greater size, a steamboat hull converted into an armed schooner, two gunboats, and
two postwar schooners. Despite their differing degrees of preservation and archaeological study, each vessel reveals something about how its creators sought the best balance of strength, durability, capacity,
stability, speed, weatherliness, and seaworthiness for the anticipated naval struggle on the lakes along the US-Canadian border. The underwater archaeology reported here has guided a new approach to
understanding the events of 1812–15, one that blends the evidence in contemporary documents and images with a wealth of details derived from objects lost, discarded, and otherwise left behind. This heavily
illustrated volume balances scholarly findings with lively writing, interjecting the adventure of working on shipwrecks and archaeological finds into the investigation and interpretation of a war that continues to
attract interest two centuries after it was fought.
National Register of Microform Masters Oct 11 2020
Dictionary Catalog of the Research Libraries of the New York Public Library, 1911-1971 Feb 24 2022
Witnessing the Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars in German Central Europe Nov 11 2020 Drawing on a wide range of primary sources, this volume argues that although the Revolutionary and Napoleonic
Wars are often understood as laying the foundations for total war, many eyewitnesses continued to draw upon older interpretative frameworks to make sense of the armed struggle and attendant political and
social upheaval.
The Origins of Modern English Society Oct 03 2022 Bringing together subjects such as culture, religion, morals, politics, economics, and mentality, Perkin presents and applies a holistic concept of social
history in the tradition of great historians of the past. In this classic text of social history, Harold Perkin explores the emergence of a new form of class society in Victorian England, which differed radically
from early modern society. He locates the origins of the modern English class system in the Industrial Revolution, the impact of which went beyond economy and technology, and changed the ways of living
and perceptions of the English people in many ways. Origins of Modern English Society maintains its influence as a comprehensive and integrative survey of a crucial period in the development of English
society.
Religion, Politics and Dissent, 1660–1832 Mar 16 2021 The idea of the long eighteenth century (1660–1832) as a period in which religious and political dissent were regarded as antecedents of the
Enlightenment has recently been advanced by several scholars. The purpose of this collection is further to explore these connections between religious and political dissent in Enlightenment Britain. Addressing
the many and rich connections between political and religious dissent in the long eighteenth century, the volume also acknowledges the work of Professor James E. Bradley in stimulating interest in these issues
among scholars. Contributors engage directly with ideas of secularism, radicalism, religious and political dissent and their connections with the Enlightenment, or Enlightenments, together with other important
themes including the connections between religious toleration and the rise of the 'enlightenments'. Contributors also address issues of modernity and the ways in which a 'modern' society can draw its inspiration
from both religion and secularity, as well as engaging with the seventeenth-century idea of the synthesis of religion and politics and its evolution into a system in which religion and politics were interdependent
but separate. Offering a broadly-conceived interpretation of current research from a more comprehensive perspective than is often the case, the historiographical implications of this collection are significant for
the development of ideas of the nature of the Enlightenment and for the nature of religion, society and politics in the eighteenth century. By bringing together historians of politics, religion, ideas and society to
engage with the central theme of the volume, the collection provides a forum for leading scholars to engage with a significant theme in British history in the 'long eighteenth century'.
Paullin's History of Naval Administration 1775-1911 Sep 09 2020 The classic collection of articles from the U.S. Naval Institute Proceedings, now in ebook form.
Engineered Materials Abstracts Jun 26 2019
The Social and Political Systems of Central Polynesia Dec 25 2021 Originally published in 1924, this book forms part of a three-volume study on the socio-political systems of Polynesian islands near the
equator.
INIS Atomindex Apr 04 2020
Popular Education and Socialization in the Nineteenth Century Apr 16 2021 Originally published in 1977, this volume analyzes aspects of elementary schooling in the nineteenth century and the ways in which
it prepared working-class children for life in industrial Britain. The book examines: The procedures and practices of different types of schools. The ideologies guiding elementary education The social

implications of curriculum content and pupils’ and parents’ attitudes to the education provided by the church and state.
Christian Missions and the Enlightenment Jun 18 2021 Addresses the nature of the influence of the European Enlightenment on the beliefs and practice of the Protestant missionaries who went to Asia and
Africa from the mid-eighteenth century onwards, particularly British missions and the formative role of the Scottish Enlightenment on their thinking.
Author-title Catalog Oct 30 2019
Handbook of Probability Jan 14 2021 THE COMPLETE COLLECTION NECESSARY FOR A CONCRETEUNDERSTANDING OF PROBABILITY Written in a clear, accessible, and comprehensive
manner, theHandbook of Probability presents the fundamentals ofprobability with an emphasis on the balance of theory, application,and methodology. Utilizing basic examples throughout, the
handbookexpertly transitions between concepts and practice to allow readersan inclusive introduction to the field of probability. The book provides a useful format with self-contained chapters,allowing the
reader easy and quick reference. Each chapter includesan introduction, historical background, theory and applications,algorithms, and exercises. The Handbook of Probabilityoffers coverage of: Probability
Space Probability Measure Random Variables Random Vectors in Rn Characteristic Function Moment Generating Function Gaussian Random Vectors Convergence Types Limit Theorems The Handbook of
Probability is an ideal resource forresearchers and practitioners in numerous fields, such asmathematics, statistics, operations research, engineering,medicine, and finance, as well as a useful text for
graduatestudents.
The National Union Catalog, Pre-1956 Imprints Jul 20 2021
Methodist Union Catalog of History, Biography, Disciplines, and Hymnals Dec 01 2019
A Hand-book to the Primates (Complete) Jan 26 2022
The Dictionary of National Biography Aug 21 2021
Catalog of the Modern Greek Collection, University of Cincinnati Mar 04 2020
The National Union Catalog, Pre-1956 Imprints Feb 12 2021
The Register of Shipping for ... Mar 28 2022
From Prairie To Palestine Feb 01 2020 This three-part work presents a comprehensive look at a unique woman whose life spanned almost the full 20th Century. Educated well beyond her peers in the 1920’s,
never satisfied with less than the high standards her upbringing had trained her to value and expect, Eva Marshall Totah struck out across the world to pursue her calling. She sought to pass on her prairie-bred
character to those around her, to create beauty and to uplift her surrounding environment. Readers interested in the history of the American Midwest and the history of American Quakers will be drawn to her
story, which begins with her birth in the claim shanty of her parents’ homestead in the new State of South Dakota. Genealogy buffs will enjoy the well-documented family genealogical histories of Eva’s eight
great grandparents. Students of the history of the modern Middle East will be fascinated by her first-person accounts of life in Palestine during the waning years of the British Mandate, before the creation of
Israel. Part I – The Autobiography of Eva Marshall Totah From the South Dakota prairie, a young Quaker woman was recruited in 1927 to teach for a year in the Holy Land. Well-prepared by her college and
graduate studies, as well as two years as a Bible teacher in a Chicago after-school religious education program, she ventures overseas. Not realizing there were Arabs in Palestine, Eva Rae Marshall was
expecting to teach Jewish children at the Friends’ Girls School in Ramallah. Discovering the varied religious landscape in Jerusalem’s environs was only one of many surprises in store for her! In Eva’s
autobiography, she recounts her childhood in Wessington Springs, South Dakota and the choices she made that took her across the world at a time when most women did not even finish high school. Always
supported and guided by her loving parents, Eva describes how she found her life’s purpose at the Quaker school in Palestine among the varied and colorful religious groups that called the country their home,
and recounts her travels throughout the surrounding Levantine region during the British Mandate period. Eva found love and purpose in Palestine, eventually marrying a Palestinian Quaker, Dr. Khalil Totah.
She spent 17 years in Palestine before she and Dr. Totah moved their family to America, sailing on a Liberty Ship through the mine-strewn Mediterranean waters during World War II. After several years on the
East Coast, Eva lived the rest of her years in California. Part II – Eva’s Letters Home from Palestine (1927 - 1944) The second section contains Eva’s letters to her family in South Dakota from Palestine. The
letters are the only ones known to remain from a correspondence that was carried on weekly for 17 years. They span from her arrival in 1927 to the family’s departure from Palestine in 1944, and include
remarkable observations of the colorful life of the Middle East of that period. CENTERPart III – Genealogy of Eva Marshall TotahCENTER The third portion of the book contains well researched genealogy
and family history narratives of eight of Eva’s ancestral families: Jesse Marshall, Mary Pickering, William Owen Lancaster, Olive Ruddick, Phillip Strahl, Rhoda Ann French, Arthur Ginn and Mary Eliza
Barton. Since Eva was of almost completely Quaker stock, the research benefits from the volume of rich sources of information available on members of the Society of Friends. Eva Rae Marshall was also a
direct descendant of Mayflower pilgrim Stephen Hopkins.
Bibliographic Guide to Music Aug 01 2022
Women and Religion in the Atlantic Age, 1550-1900 Oct 23 2021 Bringing the study of early modern Christianity into dialogue with Atlantic history, this collection provides a longue durée investigation of
women and religion within a transatlantic context. Taking as its starting point the work of Natalie Zemon Davis on the effects of confessional difference among women in the age of religious reformations, the
volume expands the focus to broader temporal and geographic boundaries. The result is a series of essays examining the effects of religious reform and revival among women in the wider Atlantic world of
Europe, the Americas, and West Africa from 1550 to 1850. Taken collectively, the essays in this volume chart the extended impact of confessional divergence on women over time and space, and uncover a web
of transatlantic religious interaction that significantly enriches our understanding of the unfolding of the Atlantic World. Divided into three sections, the volume begins with an exploration of ‘Old World
Reforms’ looking afresh at the impact of confessional change in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries upon the lives of European women. Part two takes this forward, tracing the adaptation of European
religious forms within Africa and the Americas. The third and final section explores the multifarious faces of the revival that inspired the nineteenth century missionary movement on both sides of the Atlantic.
Collectively the essays underline the extent to which the development of the Atlantic World created a space within which an unprecedented series of juxtapositions, collisions, and collusions among religious
traditions and practitioners took place. These demonstrate how the religious history of Europe, the Americas, and Africa became intertwined earlier and more deeply than much scholarship suggests, and
highlight the dynamic nature of transatlantic cross-fertilization and influence.
European Heroes Sep 02 2022 Historians of popular culture have recently been addressing the role of myth, and now it is time that social historians of sport also examined it. The contributors to this collection
of essays explore the symbolic meanings that have been attached to sport in Europe by considering some of the mythic heroes who have dominated the sporting landscapes of their own countries. The ambition
is to understand what these icons stood for in the eyes of those who watched or read about these vessels into which poured all manner of gender, class and patriotic expectations.
Dictionary Catalog of the Department Library Dec 13 2020
Dictionary Catalog of the Research Libraries of the New York Public Library, 1911-1971 Sep 21 2021
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